ENDPOINT
SECURITY
The 7 uncomfortable truths

Results of an independent survey of 3,100 IT managers commissioned by Sophos

TRUTH #1

IT IS NOW THE
NORM TO BE A
CYBERATTACK VICTIM

68%

of organisations say they were hit
by a cyberattack in the last year,
twice on average.

TAKEAWAY
Assume you will be hit by a cyberattack when planning your security strategies.

TRUTH #2

IT TEAMS LACK
VISIBILITY INTO
ATTACKER DWELL TIME

Organisations don’t know how long nearly
one in five threats (17%) were in their
environment before being discovered.
As a result, they don’t know the damage caused.

TAKEAWAY:
Worry about the threats you can track. Worry more about those you can’t.

TRUTH #3

IT TEAMS CAN’T PLUG
THEIR SECURITY GAPS
BECAUSE THEY DON’T
KNOW WHAT THEY ARE

One in five IT managers are unaware how
their most significant cyberattack entered their
organisations. As a result, they are unable to
protect these entry points.

TAKEAWAY:
To improve your long-term security, it’s essential to understand your weaknesses.

TRUTH #4

ORGANISATIONS
LOSE 41 DAYS EACH
YEAR INVESTIGATING
NON-ISSUES
Organisations spend, on average:

48

days a year
investigating potential
security incidents

yet only

15%

turn out to be
actual infections

TAKEAWAY:
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) technologies that identify, prioritise,
and analyse security incidents save you time while improving security.

TRUTH #5

ORGANISATIONS
STRUGGLE TO DETECT
AND RESPOND TO THE
THREATS DUE TO LACK
OF SECURITY EXPERTISE

Four in five IT managers wish they had
a stronger team in place to properly detect,
investigate, and respond to security incidents.
Yet,

79%

struggle to recruit the
cybersecurity skills they need.

TAKEAWAY:
Focus on technologies that enable you to add expertise without adding headcount.

TRUTH #6

MORE THAN HALF OF
ORGANISATIONS DON’T
SEE THE VALUE OF THEIR
EDR SOLUTIONS
While

93% of IT managers
want EDR in their security arsenal,

54% of organisations

that have invested in EDR can’t get full value from it.

TAKEAWAY:
Ensure you choose an EDR solution that you can use based
on your current skills and resources.

TRUTH #7

ONCE BITTEN, TWICE
SHY – CYBER VICTIMS
LEARN THE HARD WAY
Organisations that fell victim to a cyberattack
in the last year investigate twice as many
incidents as other organisations and spend

33% more time

investigating potential security incidents.

TAKEAWAY:
Act now. Ensure your endpoint security strategy is up to date to minimise the risk of being hit.

Get in contact with your Softcat Account Manager for more information.
Read the full report at sophos.com/truths

WHY CHOOSE
SOFTCAT AND SOPHOS?
Softcat and Sophos have nurtured several
successful years of partnership that have resulted
in our recognition as a Platinum Partner.
We are also proud to have been recognised as
Sophos’ Partner of the Year for more than 5 years
in a row and Enterprise Partner of the Year in the 2018
and 2019, as well as receiving acknowledgment from
Sophos for our outstanding contribution to the delivery
of its solutions over the years.
Alongside our dedication to offering cloud-native,
AI-enhanced, Next-Generation solutions to the market
and knowledge of the technologies available across
the Sophos portfolio and the largest supplier to the
UK market.

